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The propagation and mutual transfox^mation^.of acoustic .and

thermal waves is investigated in media, with a high radiative press-

ure, ^`he investigation is carried out by means ^of the eq^^ation^ of

hydrodynamics for m,e,tter and of the radiative transfer equations in

a moving medium din the first order with respect to v/c) in the	 '

Eddington approximation. A number of model problems which explain

the physics of the phenomenon are solved ^.n the ^ f^.rst part of the

.paper: Waves in a homogeneous medium with an abrupt jump in opacity
' and in a med.tum of variable opacity. ;Cn the second part the outflow

of waves is studied in the 'atmospheres of astrophysical objects;

the accretion disks around black. ho1e^^ and very massive stars. The

characteristics of the luminosity variability 'of Cygnus X-1 and of
i ^.

	

	
the nuclei of galaxies are examined in • these models. The presence

of convection and turbulence generates acous^.,ic. waves whose spectrum

upon outflow in^o transparent layers is determined by the conditions:

of transmission and of damping. Variability of the radiation is	 .^

connected with fluctuations of the photospheric ` temperature and that.

of the corona because of variable heating. The characteristic times,

.af variability agree well with observations for^all the objects, but'•.

it is difficult to obtain a sufficient amplitude •for the brightness .

fluctuations for very massive stars. .

•

I. THE BASIC EQUATIONS AND THE CASE OF A HOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM ^./^

INTRODUCTLON
.	 .

In astrophysical objects conditions are often encountered where,

the radiation pressure significantly exceeds ^he'gas pressure,

although the material mass is determined b%^ the, gas. -Atypical

example are m.ass3.ve stars, which are well described by an Emden poly=

.	 trope with n=3, and where the ratio S of the gas 'pressure to the	 •

radiative pressure equals (see [1]) 	 ^ •	 •;

/	 i^^ ..
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Here u is the number of nucleons for one particle; for hydrogen u=0.5

At M>72Ma the radiation pressure is already greater than the gas

pres;^ure, and for very massive stars with M>lO^Mo, which are used as.

models for a quasar or for the nucleus of a galaxy (see [2]), S«1.

For these objects and also ire the theoretical investigation of x-ray`

sources, a model of disk accretion onto a black ^^,ole ^.s often con-

sidered (see C3J through [6]). Far a fair^.y large. luminosity L,,.
S«l occurs for the central region of the disk. ,

Convective instability i^ a characteristic property of regions

with a predominance of radiative pressure '(^«1)-.^ For very massive

stars the presence of acnvection follows from the .condition of radia-

t:tve equilibrium (see [2] and a1^o C7]), and convective ^.nstability

of regions with S«1 for disk accretion were shown in [:i3j (also see

Convection in the subpYlotospheric 1ay.ers of. a star or of a disk

will unavoidably lead to the appearance of'a mechanical, undulating

energy flux which disappears at a small optical thickness T « 1, being'

transformed into heat. This leads to the formation of a hot gaseous '/6

corona that is similar to the solar corona, whose temperature T c is

much greater than the photospheric temperature ,'Tef. One succeeds in

`explaining certain features of the Cygnus X-1 radiation source with 	 .

the presence of a corona in an accretion disk around a black hole '^

(Se p [8], [10] and [11]; moreover, the structure of the corona can bei'

determined to a significant degree by the magnetic field (see [12]).

• It is also possible that the examination of the •coronas around very `. ,

massive stars will turn out to be necessary to , ex^plain the properties•'

'	 of certain quasars or active nuclei..	 ,^

The flux o:^ mechanical energy that is generated in the convective

zone is transferred outward:, by sound or Alfven and magnetosonic 	 '

waves into layens with. ^ « 1 through the outer 'radiative regions. If

the radiation pressuzfr ^:,• is negligibly small in `the convective zone and

^ in the photosphere, then the mechanical energyflux (with no magnetic .

__. __	
'	 ^.,^
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field) is where v is the velocity of the material in the wave and vs

is the speed of sound that occurs practically without damping in a

region where T<l. Transformation of the wave into a shock wave and	 ,

dissipation of the magnetic field occur there, and the mechanical•

and magnetic energies go .nto heating the corona. ^ If ^«l, then only

a small fraction of the flux Fm that is generated in an. optically 	 •

thiclt region goes to heat the corona (see [8]). The great attentua-

tion of the mechanical energy flux upon its outflow into a trans- 	 ,

parent region under the conditions R«1 is connected with two circum-',

stances. First, upon going over from a region, where T»1 to one 	 •

where T «l, the speed of sound which, inside •this zone is related	 •,

'to the radiative pressure and outside of it, at T« 1, to the gas

pressure, decreases: vs (,T «1) /vs(T»1) = ^ Z .; "The second reason	 •

, for the decrease of Fm is the strong damping of the sound we.ves that /7

•is connected with radiative friction and with^.radiative heat con-

ducta.vity.

A crude estimste for the total attenu:ation^of .the energy flux •

by ^ -1 times was used in [8]. The •propagation. of sound and thermal •

waves in a medium with S«1 and the transfer of mechanical energy

into the transparent layers above the photosphere are investigated

in the present paper. , The entire investigation is carried out on the•.

basis of the equations of hydrodynamics for matter and of the equa- •

tion of transfer for radiation, which is used : in the Eddington approx-

• imation which allows one to describe the transparent and opaque 	 ,

regions in a single form.. A flat geometry is.considered and the

effects of sphericity are neglected. • ^l'erms of the rider of ^ v/C;

• are taken into account in the equation of transfer as is the case

also in [13] and [14].	 .

In the first part of the paper, a simple • derivation of the

.	 equation of transfer in a moving medium is given''in Paragraph 2 and

the basic equations are shown there-, 'In the following paragraphs

the propagation of waves is investigated without a magnetic f'>eld '.•

,under the conditions ^« 1: of a wave in a homogeneous medium .and. :•	 •

in a medium with an abrupt. jump of opacity, zn• the second part the

•	 3
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outflot^r of a wave from a plane, static •atmosphere is invesgitated.

Iv'umerical estimates 3re.made for the flux of'mechanieal energy in s.

model.. of disk accretion and in a very massive star. The estimate

of a damping of S-1 times that has been used in [8] turned out to be ;

fairly good. The condition. for the outflow of a wave into a trans- '

parent region singles out a characteristic frequency wh,^..h can be

connected with the observed frequencies of the ..fluctuations and 	 ,

brig^tness variabilitiF;s in the x-ray sources Cygnus X-1 anal

Circinus X-1, and. also in some nuclei of galaxies and in quasars,

In conclusion, numerical estimates are carried •out that are connected

with the existence of the characteristic frequency, and the observa- 	 ,

tional consequences of the model are g3.ven.	 ,'
^-

I. Set-up of the problem and the basic equations. /8

a) The equation_of transfer in a,moving_medium	 •

upon • the outflow of a wave into a transparent region, it is 	 ••

necessary to use an equation ref transfer with allowance for motion 	 •

of the matter. In regions with T»l it is sufficient to limit one-	 '

self to the equations of radiative thermal conductivity; however, 	 ••

for T «1, the flux and • the density oz' the radiative energy are not

connected unambiguously and it is necessary to consider at least the'

Eddington ttivo-moment approximation. The equation. of transfer in 	 •

moving matter with allowance for ^v%^ was derived by a fairly complex

"geometric" method in [137 and [14]. Here we shall show a simpler

method for deriving these equations that is mentioned • in [14 .] but„has,

not been carried out there. In an arbitrary inertial frame of refer- •

ence and in the framework of the special theory. of relativity, the

equation. of transfer • has the form (see • [15])	 ,

!	 _	 i

G •^t ° ^ no•v. Teo ^^<^.) - ^.^c^^^^Tvo, ^^.•- L:xo,`^ •^"•• ^).
'	 (2)

Here N o is the spectral intensity of the radiation, vo is the fre-

quency, ,j o and k o are the coefficients of emission and of absorption,

which include scattering, and r^ is the direction of propagation of ,

.
^}

'	 ^
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^=	 the radiation. All the quantities with an 3„^dex,"o" are determined.ti

in the inertial frame of reference. The coefficients of emission

and absorption are most simply expressed by the prioperties of the

matter i.+ the system with respect to which. the 'matter is at rest.

Let us call this syst^:m a Lagrangian system. T^et us limit ourselves '

to aplane, one-dimensional case where all^the'quantities depend 	 •

onl;,► on the one spatial variable z o . Then	 ;
y	 ^'

•	 n° ^v° r t^° 2 L ^	 ^^° - co y (^.'r. j ,	 ^.	
(^)n

}.

Tf the matter is moving with a velocity v in the ^z-direction, then

the frequency v and the cosine u pf the angle in the Lagrangian

syster:, are connected with. the quantities in the inertial system by 	 /g

relations (see [14]) that are written down with an accuracy ^ v/c:

	

I	 1

The distribution funetian ri(p, a, t;^ of the , photons in phase

space is related to the intensity T v b.y the relation (see [16])	 ,

From the invariance of the .distribution function 'n with respect to

Lorentz transformations, invariance follows for the quantity

	

r	 ,S J / Je	 I	 v3. ^•

1 •	 ^^f	 (^)

Using Equation (6) , one can write dawn the left-Nand part of Equa-

tion (2) in an invariant form and then th.e inyar:i.ance of the right- .
i

hand. part of Equation (2) will be reduced to the relations

	

”;	 1 J. ve	 ^v V,

'the equation dt o/v o= dt /v was taken into account .here and Relations •,

(6) .and (7) were used in [13] and [14.].	 ^ •
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Let us write down Equation (2) in . the Gm, ^) Lagrd;^aian system

where, with the necessary accuracy with respect to v/c	 ..__- . •^

z	 .

.	 ^.

Taking the transformations and invariants (^I'), (6) and ( 7)

info account, Equation (2) with allowance for. Equation (3) to an

accuracy of v/c, is written down in the form 	 .^

1J	 ^ ► J	 •el ^+^ VV ^1	 ^^ fir: r ^	
..

—r	 ...	 ':: u. ^. ^:.^

•	 (9)

1`

One can write down the equation of continuity . in Lagrangian coordi-

nates in the form dz/dm = 1/p or, after differentiation,

After substituting Equation (J.0) into Equation (9), we shall finally.

obtain an equation which also fol"lows from [1U ] for r-^^

J _

• ^a'	 '^	
(11)

If, in addition to pure absorption, scattering occurs, then one

can, .fora condition of local thermodynamic eq^^ilibriam (LTE), write',

down (see [1`T])	 ^	 ^'	 .

	

ar — ^c^ ^^ CTS + G^ ^ 7^ ^S^ /^^, ; . , 	 ,^ .

,	 ^	 (12)

Here av and cs are the coefficients._of ^ absorption and scattering for ^ .

electrons, By (T) is the Planck function, ne is ^tYie concentration. of

electrons, and cT is the Thomson cross-section. ' , The scattering is

considered to be coherent and isotropic. .These approximatons are 	 '

1	 ^	 ^	 -	 ,

6	 ^,

/lo

^.^^.`	 __^	 ti..^	 ^ayv^	 ..^_.	 -	 -	
^	 ^, .i..... ...,	 .	 ^	 ..y^urw, ..'i. rodF':^wL".! l^^.d ^'Ii. x r7 Y.ya,.'(	 1'	

''..	 .a,	 .., .,.•	 ......,:_:
	 ♦ ^^

,.-	 ..	 .^-..^.	 r+x^...__	 ^	 max..



sufficientl y food for the conditions being considered.

b) Equations, for the moments in the Eddin,^ton,l^p^roximation

r1 system of angular moments that is obtained after multiplying

Equation. (11) by ^^un and integration with respect . to u from -1 to

+l is often used for an approximate solution of the problem instead

of Equation (11). The first two moment'ec^uations have the form

F1 C.	 a 't.	 S `

J	 ^	 ^	 13)

The .following moments are introduced here: 	 '

^	 c	 ..

J	
^	 ^ _!.

=	 s	 ..^^

If one is not interested in effects connected with lines, then

one can average Equation (13) with respect to frequency. We otitain

.	 n	 n

	

r	
.G

C ^bt	 ) rte n,	 c f^ `^ {	 " v
J

Here a is the absorption coefficient ,averaged with respect to the	 /12

Planckp function B(T) = acT4 /4^r, a= 7.56 . 10 -15 in.cgs' units'. The average

absorption coefficients with the weights Jv' ar^d
. I^U are usually° expressed

by ap and aR , the Rosseland mean, • respectively (see {14])

7
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i^,^

W	 ^'^	 a

(17)

0	 0	 ^

Tn later calculations we shall. consider aU as independent of v (the

grey approximation) and ap = aR= a. Letus'notic^ ghat, upon averages

ing with respect to frequency, the third moment NU falls out •of

;Equations (15) and (16) for the moments.

We shall solve the problem in the Eddingt^on approximation, that .

is, let us set

This approximation is fulfilled With higri.accuracy for a large

optical thickness ^, and ft3i' sms,ll T va3ues the error is small; we

have K= 0:41J in a plane, grey atmosphere at T = 0 (see [`17] and. [18]).

Finally, in the Eddington approximation, the e `.quations for tha

moments have the form: 	 ^	 ^^ .

.r..-

R	 ^	 •'

c) Hydrodynamic eq_uati'ons 'for matter 	 ^^ ,'

In a gravity field with a gravitational acceleration g=const>0

'the equation of motion has the form:	 .	 /13
•	 r	 r	 r

Here the gas pressure is Pg=•Rp^'/}^. R= 8.3110 7 in cgs units, and u is

the number of baryons for one particle. The last term in Equation

(21) represents the force acting . on the matter'from the direction of.,

the radiation. flux. The equation which takces into account the ex-

change of energy between matter and radiation, • has the form:	 '

8	 •.

. _	 ^.^...^^ n.._	 _

e
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'

3'^	 S'	 .i' (2 2 )

where E g= RT/p(y^l) and y is the ratio of specific 'heat for the gas.	 ^^

One must add the equation of continuity in Lagrangian coordinates ,

Equation (10) to Equations (21) and (22). 	 We shall show that the	 .^

complete system of Equation (10) and Equations (19) through (22)

- leads to the correct form of the law of conservatiion of energy with

an accuracy to terms `^(v/c) .	 The dens^.ty Er , ergs/gm, pressure Pr,

dynes/cm2 , and energy flux.Fr , ergs/em2• sec,^o.f the radiation are

expressed by the moments J and H: 	 '

^,P	 '.^`

' ..

r

`	 Multiplying Equation (21) by v, Equation.(1.g) by 4^r/p and adding

this equation to Equation (22), using^av/am for'the expression ap/at

,^^	 in Equation	 (10), we obtain	 ^ •

.^'	 •

,^	 ,

Let us express the last term in Equation (24`) , ^by means of Equation

(20).	 .Neglecting terms of higher'order than (v/pc 2 )aH/at and /14

_(vH/c 2 )av/am, we obtain, taking Equation (23)^in^o account, an equa-^

p ;	 tion o^' the conservation of energy in ^ the.., form:.
^'

^•
,

^	 2	 ►'	 '^	 ^
(25)

Here on the left stand the thermal, radiatiom,'potential and kinetic.

energy for a unit of material mass under 'the :derivation sign, the ,'

first term on the right expresses the'work of, the pressure forces,

and the second term is the divergence of. the radiation flux.
1

,.	 9
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d) ^e1.c^tion caf_,the_absar^t^.on ^.nd s^^.t^er^;a^g-,coefficients	 .

^t is more convenient to introduce, the opac^.ties	 .;'`^"'	 .

in Equations (l9) through (22) instead 'of the coefficients « axed v,	 •

Undex the conditions considered below, the ^^„,..^"^'^,oient of brake- ,

ing absorption a is much less than the{' coeffic^:e^'^•: ^^f scai;ter3.ng for .

^le^trons (see [l8]):	 ^	 •

	

- i^z	 '
cx 0.4 h' m p ^	 n	 ^ d0' ^

•	 ^	 •

On the other hand, at suf^'iciently high temperatures the. energy •

of a photon cr,anges due to Compton processes (fqr an invariant num-

ber of photons), which will lead to an exchange of energy between tl^e

gas and radiation and must be taken into account in.Equat^,ons (1g)

and (22). Tn view of the great complexity'of a rigorous allowance •

for non-coherent Compton. scattering in • a non-homogeneous medium, we

shall limit ourselves to two limiting cases. Tn the first case we

shall completely negJ.,ec ;t absorpt^.on (pure scattering)

	

cm /gm	 (28)

'	 XH is the concentration of ^nydrogen by weight.

In the second case 7.cc us consider Compton scattering which 	 •

acts as a source of absorption;	 •

(?9)

'.In the examples considered below the' fraction `of'the mechanical 	 '

energy flowing out from the photosphere is pra'eti •ca11,y identical in .

Cases (I) and (II). Actually, the case of Compton scattering corres-

ponds to an intermediate case 0 < ae. ^; x. ,

l0	 ^	 ^	 ':

i ,	 ,
4
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". T1^ inc^:3ris:c^i ec^,7s far r,^al.l ci^.sturbances at Pr>?F^

Lot a5 intra^iuco the I,af^ran^ians of the sma7.1 d^.sturbances

with resp4at to the equilibrium solution cf ^gt^at^.ans (^4) and (^.9)

through (22):

J
^.(rn^ ^	 ^ a^^'. ^f^^.	 ^	 (3l)

Let us als p set all the quantities of Equations' . (30) a exp(-^.u^t);

then from Equations (l0) and ^ l9) through (22) we obtain:	 .

^	 ^^

	

`^ ..	 ^'
^,^, - - ^^ ,	 ^ 32 )

"'C 4	 *^	 '

.^	
avT	

.
^	 r

r	 ^	 ^•
f	 \ 1 '^ Cac,P ^	 ^xv clw^	 ^Y`, C

•~^^'^

G	 r
Eliminating ^ from Equations (33) 

through (36) by means of Equation

(,32) , we shall obtain	 ^	 ^	 ^	 •

	

^..,—.	 _

	

'	 .^	 (39)	 ;
w, ^ ' _ ( _ 0	 may` ,_ i^x ar. ^ .

r

^^
h	 •

BP, ac T' ^^ I^^f.ta•+j
r	 ,

e+.,	
Zl^;	 .

!^'

..z	
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"	 •

2n ^'quation (28) , Cuue (^) , lotting ae,,.,,p,': wc^ have from Equa-	 .

bons c" ► ^} and (37) ;for Case (x);

"
w•

C^ a r c^Y+n	 ^^'i'	 aim	 •
,.

• Sn Equation (29), Case (T^), :let us ^.mmed^iatel allow for the

smallness of the quantity ^=Pg/Pr<<1, and also"let u^ cans^.der the

"case where the inequity
.	 ^, ca / Vic, ^, c .r,< ^ ,	

(^ 3 )
is fulfilled. This inequality is fulfilled a.t oscillation fre-

quencies that axe not too high. Taking inequality (43) into account

one can neglect the second term in the denominator of Equation (40)

and obtain, for Case (xT) ;

Taking Equation (4^.a j into account ,, th-;: q.^.antity in tx^e r •± gh t-hand	 /17

part of Equation (37) equal-s

By virtue of the inequa1.ity ^«l, this term is much smaller than the

last term. in the left-hand part of Equation (371 and. one can neglect '

it. Thus, Equation (42) i s valid both. irz C age' (^') and also in Case

	

.	 ^	 "
(II). Let us now eliminate 8 from Equation (3,9). Us in g Equation

(^{la) , in Case (I) we obtain from Equation (39,)'

•	 (^+ua)

In case (SI) , using Equation (41b> , we ob^a^^n ,from Eq^tiation (39) ,	 '

with allowance for inequality (43):	 ^	 ^	 ,^
(IS).

Equations (38) ;, (42) and (44) will be used. in. lat'er calculations in

regard to the variables y, h and ^.

3. Waves in a homogeneous medium
i	 '

^^This case txas also considered in [29^.

^»

l2

`^
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	 In this case H=0 all -the equilibrium va^,ues ^;n Equations ( 3 1)

.are constant, among them N=const, and instead of ZnequalitY (43)
one can use the stronger inequality

This inegt^ality indicates the smallness of the free path .of a photon ,

C - ^/â .P ^.n comparison with the distancRe divided b y 2^r which a	 .

photon p:^sses through freely in the period of tYie vibrations. One	 ,

•can look for the solution of E:^uatior_s (38^) , (•42) • anal (44) in^ a	 •

homogeneous medium in the form exp (ikz). Also taking Condition (45)'

into account to simplify Equation (38), we^shall obtain 	 • /18

s	 ..	 ..,.
_ ; ^: ^	 ; ^,'. i • _ 0.T. !^ ^,? ^ -. p

^	 ,

.Equating the determinant of the system of • Equations (4^) to zero,

introducing the notations	 ,•

s	 V	
P	 ^' '	 (47)

and allowing for the fact that S«1, we obtain; the dispersion equa-

Lion in the form:	 .•

,^	 ^ 
^cC r /	 c2	

(48)

For Case (I) the adiabatic speed of sound v g from , Equation (47)	 ,•

enters into Equation (48), and for Case (II) the isothermal speed 	 ',

of sound vT= P /p enters instead of vg , that .is •, 'Equations (47) and '

(48) are applicable for Case (II) if one sets ^•'= 1.

In this paper only .forced vibrations (according, to the termino-

logy of [19]) are considered, where w is cons3.dered real and given, '

and k2 is found From Equation (48). ' We obtain

Y

i

}

i

r

f

P

i

ii ^

(,
♦,̂ ^	 ..._

...yp^^ ^.,.

.

a
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i ^,

Taking the smallness of v^ /v^tit3 «1 into account in^Equation (49),	 /^

we obtain	 ^	 '

y	
W~	 ^ 3 w U.^a

^	 ^	 7V^

The solution of Equation (50) describes the prgpagation of waves

that are associated with the gas pressure. Tf absorption is absent

(Case x), then the waves are adiabatic, and in the , case of strong

coupling of gas and radiation (Case lI): the speed of sound becomes	 '

isothermal. The solution of Equation (5l) desc:ribes adiabatic waves

that are associated with radiation pressure. The frequency

is critical for both types of waves. F.or ca <<c^^, we have

r--	 '
^ ^ f^^	 ^^^	 (s 3 )

`-^ ^ ^ + ^ ^

(53b)	 .'

r	 For w-w l , we obtain	 ^	 '',

va	 z.w^j,

^	 caw, ^;^,;^ ^'^	
^.J,^',	

(5^b)
r	 .

It follows from Equation (53) that the low-'frequency distur-

'	 bances of the radiation .pressure Pr :are propagated with a velocity

yr (Equation (53b)) almost without damping, and the propagation of

low-frequency disturbances in the gas assumes the ; character of

.^	 14
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"diffusion" waves (Equation (53a)) with a coefficient of diffusion
xg= v^/w= ^c1/3. a "'hese waves descrik^e the leveling. of the inhomo-	 .•

^geneity in the gas ("entropy"' disturbances'). On the contrary, the

high-frequency disturbances in the gas are propagated as sound waves /20.	 .
(Equation (54a)) and iri the radiation they assume• the character of

thermal waves (Equation (54b)) with a coefficient of temperature con-

ductivity X r = 1/3cl	 (compare with [20•'1).• Let, us 'remember that, for '

. , â =^^^	 the waves in a gas are isothermal.

4. A medium with an abrupt jump of opacity_ • . '

Let us consider a medium in which p, T a.nd Pg are homogeneous

and the opacity is '^, . It undergoes an abrupt jump in the plane	 '

s=0. The quantities 1 and. W l undergo the same kind of abrupt jump •

in this plane. Let ^.(^^o^>>ac. (^,^o •^ A wave which ^.s propagated

in the direction of incre^sn^ a can .change the nature of its propa-
CJ^ <.c ^J « <J Agation at s= 0 ;if	 3,r; ^	 ^^^ e ' ^	 '^ ^""

^^ ^ cQ '	 ^^ AP B '	 ^ Px C2<o^ , ^'^^c.c^ >c)' 	(55).	 ^,	 .

Short-wavelength disturbances in a romogeneous medium w »wA rapidly •.

'	 damp out even in the case where their propagation has the nature of

the wave of Equation (54a). The damping length equals 1 dl=2vg/w 2 =	 _

2/3cvg l^/v 2rl, which at small.. S can become. on the :order of the length•'

of the free path 1 of the photons. On the other hand, the damping

of long waves is very weak; ..from Equation (53b) we have 1d2=2v1w1/w2

=6vr/clw -^^ for w+0. Thus, it makes sense tq investigate the transi-

Lion of only the fairly long waves through the abrupt j urnp at w=0.

The ease of Inequality (55) that is considered below is the most	 '

interesting one from the point of view of later applications.

The wave of Equation (53b), upon; passing through an abrupt jump:

of opacity, is split into four waves: the two reflected waves of

Equation. (53) and the two transmission waves .which, for s>0, w>wB

already belong to waves of the. Equation •(54) ,typ.e. ^ It is obvious that,

at the point of the abrupt jump of opacity, the y displacements ; dis-,

turbances of the gas pressur? ^g P g (p/p +a/T) and of the first moment /21

•	
P	 15
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J.^s.x♦. c	
.._	 ^--.

j which characterises the radiation pressure of Equation (23} remain
continuous. The continuity of the second moment •h also follows from

the condition of the absence of an energy sink or source at the

place of the abrupt jump. Tf A o is the amplitude of the incident	 •

have, AZ and A2 are the amplitudes of the reflected waves of the

Equation (53) type, and Bl and B2 are the amplitudes of the trans-

mission waves of the Equation (54) t^^^ •., then one can wr^.te down the

continuity condition for the phys^.^a1. ^^^.,;°.¢^:,ites: at the abrupt jump

at s=0 in the form	 '

^, = ^	 ^.	 P^^	 a^

To obtain the amplitudes of A l ,, A2 , B l and B2 ,as functions of Ao,`

one must express the amplitude^;^ for different q values by some

defined. q o , using Equations (46) ,	 (32) and ( 4 1) , and solve the four '.

]anear non-homogeneous equations which have been obtained. 	 Tf one

adopts qo=j, then one can write down the remaining eontinuo^.s quaa?-

tifies, using Conditions (45) and S«l,	 the' form:

'

in

^^;

cY^	 -a ^	 -
^^^	

G.^	 Cry P^ - =^ ^C^^'^	 ,,^,^_^y(^^;^
at	 .^w	 ^	

9	
^.cT	 •^.P

The solution of the system of Equation (56), t aking Equation (53),

^^'.	 (54)	 and (57) into account,` has the form for q=j , •

{'	 /
,^	 yr	 z ^,^	 2.,>	 ^ ,	 /?_ 2

a^

c

1	 . W	 A	 °

	 ,(58)

^s . .. Ci^^^ 
Ewa C1 — ^^ a ^J V -i„1 J ^o^	 •
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•. . c.

i	 ,

^	 .i

{

:For q=y we have

(59)

t^ 	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 •

The relations (58) and (59) are valid for both Cases (I) and	 ,

(II) if one assumes vg to be equal to the adiabati.; and tl^e isother- •

mal speeds of sound respectively. The terms NwjwA^c^ B/c^, and vg/v^,	 _

were neglected in comparison with unity in all. quantities. It follows

from Equations (53) and (59) that, upon passage through an abrupt	 ,^

,dump of the type of Inequality (55), an almost complete reflection

occurs. for a radiatian wave of the' Equation (53b)' , type. The ampli-

tudes of the remaining J -waves are significantly smaller than A2^•;

the shift of the discontinuity point generates a transmission gas

wave of almost the same amplitude

Thus, upon passage 'through the abrupt dump of opacity, a wave trans-..

formation occurs such that the wave which ' ,possesses the minimum.

damping "survives". Relation (60) shows that y, the amplitude of

the wave vrith minimum damping is almost continuous at the abrupt ,dump.

'	 ,
We also considered the question of a wave transformation for the_

case where the opacity (and the paths of the photons;e) change con- •

tinuously. Here the system of Equations ('38), (39) and (42.) is

reduced to :one equation for the displacement o^f • y^ (a dashed line
l

indicates a derivative with respect to s) :	 ^
•	 F

.	
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it=s.

1

	

y\\	 J	 ^

Tt was assumed that for L < -g the p^.th Q is Constant Q,= . A , for

	

^ > ^ ^ -E' 4 , and for ^ ^ ^ f^ ^' the path increased ;monotonically from • 	 •

eA to ^s , and, moreover, the relation e.(^.^ was selected in the

form of a fifth degree polynomial in such a manner that•

Q ^ K ^^.x+„aR^^.	 ^	 (62)
r

Then ^, ^ , and ^^^. are continuous for all s. •The parameter 1 ^ , the

half-width of the transition region, varied in different variants

of the calculation from values ^^,< "^, to ^>'^ T^ o, , where

(63)
is the wavelength in the gas (without allo,wancs •for damping) .

Equation. (61) was solved numerically by an' implicit fifth order

Adams type method (see [21])^. xn order 'to obtain a solution for 	 .'

Equation'(61) which corresponds physically to .a radiation wave going

from t?':^^ region ^ ^ _ ^, , we started in the following manner. First,.

a "radiation" wave going in the direction of increasing s was given

at ^^._ i, 6	 From this the initial conditions for y. (that is, y, y' ,	 '
y" and y"') were obtained for ^_, g 	and an .integration "backward"

of Equation (61) was carried out from ^_.^^ ^ to ^ :-G	 From the	 /24

Y, yr ^ y' r and y"' values at ^ _-^ the amplitudes of four waves

(radiation and gas, incident and reflected) were found. Next the same

procedure was repeated where the initial conditions for z-1^ corres-

ponded to a purely "gas" wave. A linear combination of these two ' .

solutions in which the ampl^.tude of the incident gas wave equals zero

for z= -^ is' also the solution sought (a radiation wave is incident;

. waves of both types are reflected and transmitted) . To check the

accuracy, a repeated calculation was carried out^from ^--^ to ^

with the initial condition found for ^=-$ 	 The accuracy is usually

. ^	 ^ better than 10
-5

 and only for g,^ ^^ ^, is an exror of =10 -3 accumulated.

The results of calculating amplitudes are shown in Table X for '

values of the parameters

18
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ep l^q c IO2 , 'v^ /u,t Q IO"2, 3wQA ^^ ° 10^.
w /^J^ ^ IO"I ^ W /^Ja r I0,	 '^

^ / ^ ^ Q O.OI, O.,I, I a I0.

,^	 (64)

It is evident from Table I that, for small values of 4Q,^A^ the

results agree well with Equation. (59) that have been obtained for

an abrupt dump of opac^.ty (upon compar^.son it •is necessary to men-

,tion that the quantities discarded in Equation (59) amount to ^, , To^ •

in this example) . Even in the case of Q ^ `^^ one can use' the relations

for the modulus of the amplitude for an abrupt' • jump by an order of

magnitude (this case is most important for us'for' later applicatirns)'.

And only in the case of an extended transition zonee^I0^ 9are the

amplitudes of the transmission gas waves smaller than would follow

from the simple principle for the transmission of^^a wave with a 	 '

minimum damp3.ng. Here the point is that the gas waves are formed

in a region that is larger than their wave length, they are coherent •

.and, by interfering, they extinguish each other (Ya. B. Zel.'dovich

turned. our attention to this fact).

'	 II. ASTROPHYSICAL APPLICATIONS	 ^	 %25

5. A plane equilibrium atmosphere	 ^	 ,

Let us now go over to considering the propagation of waves in ^,

astrophysical atmospheric objects with S«l. • We shall use the

approximation of a plane atmosphere in a constant field of gravity

which, in the majority of .practical cases, allows • one to obtain	 ^'

sufficient accuracy. Equations (10) and (19):through (22) .fora ^ 	 `

static atmosphere assume the form 	 •
,

^^
^ _

^ ^	 ^	 ^ I-I
' -^ 

Cg _ ^•)
'

^ •	 ^•
.=im	 ^'	 .,jr^, ^ ^t,

The solution of the system of Equation (b5) for a known steady flux
'^ has the form	 -t^	 ti

'^,'
1g

t.;
^^

4, ,	

;

Lam:--^. n	 ..^



..	 4m

^ e t..w

P " rte, ('^,^^^ ^^1 ^	 t•1^ J 4 '	 ^ ^ .. ^'^1(, ' `^^'~^ ^ ^ t	t ^ G^1^^ • ^^
(^^)

For H «H c , the solution, Equation (66)^ i s redu ed , t o the well-

known solution for a plane atmosphere `(see [17^).	 For the solution,	 .

Equation (66), the characteristic frequency w l" is,'from Equation

(52), a function of the aptieal thickness T: '

^	 tt. +^ ^	 ;1

^	 "

.

Ii' a wave is generated at T o»1 and its frequency wewl(^rl),
then,	 at w > w l (0), there exists such a T l at which ,w- wl (T), and,

at T« 1 , the nature of the wave's propagation changes,	 At T>51	 ;.

z<0, the solution, Equation (66), has the Form •

T " k T^^ ^ t T.. T', ^^I^T'	 ' A c .

3	 ^R	 sr.(^'T^ 1 	
^	 . .

(68)

^•s^• .	 ,
For ^«1, s>0,	 from Equation	 (66) we have:	 ".	 '

^ =-^o^-• ice' for 2.C;) = o+ ^• ^ Cs^^^^' ' ^^^,,p.
_-

With such a choice of the constants of integration the quantities T, '

p, and e are continuous for a transition. #'rom ;Equation (68) to	 '

Equation (69) at the point T=2/3.	 ^	 '

6. The propagation of waves 'in a 'pl'ane 'atmosphere

The waves in a plane atmosphere are described by Equations (38),'

(42) and (44). Going over to the variable s instead of m, let us 	 '

write them down in the form ^a ^^ ^ "^ J ^ a ^ ^. •_ 2• ;^J ^_^ ^^^ z ^	 ',
C ^^ P J	 ^, ae. ^1 Z	 oe'. C	 rl ^	 , ^

t _ ^ ^~ 4

	

w'	 `^^	 o	 (70)

	

a	 ^ ^. ^' a^ '`' .az z
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t: 6

,^
.=

l p''.

k
^^

,_ . a....

•.

.	 '	 !	 •

a	 /	 •
^ •	 ,

'	 t

^	 ^ c^ ^ ^ c^^^ ,^	 a lai J( a 	 ^	
•

a) The case of a large aptiical thieknes i._______

The equilibrium solution is defined by the system of Equation '/27

(6$) . One can obtain a solution of F the system Hof ,Equation (70) in
a quasi-•classical approximat3.on 	 '

	

'	 (7l)
.Leaving. the main terms of the expansion, we obtain, by substituting

Equation (71) in Equation (70),	 '

;^^	 ^	 ^	 •,

P

Let us use an inequality of the type of Inequalities (45)

with p o from Equation (68). The system of Equation (72), which

differs from the system of Equation (46) describing the propagation
of waves in a homogeneous medium, only by the presence of the last

term in the first equation. 2f one uses'the inequalities 	 .,

'	 (7^)

	

^3 « ^ and w ^ ^i c •r ^< ^ ^	 ^	 ,
► :

which .are assumed. as being always fulfilled, then •.the dispersion	 i
equation is .reduced to Equation (48) if the quantities vg , yr and	 '

^- •1^^,^ are considered. to be var ables defined .b y the system of

Equation (G8).	 ^	 ^ ,
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As was noted in paragraph 5, the only type, of` waves that propa-- '

gate with low damping in an optically L-hick mediu ►n are low-frequency
( t,^<<wl ) waves that are defi ned by Equation - { 53b). ^ The damping of

this wave is given by its imaginary part which, ink the case of

Equation (71), has the form	 ',	 /2'$

Z	 u W J,, .	 G 2^i'° SJ +J^

'	 (75)
!fa	 ^^i

	

_ ^_ c' W_•,____.,^, ^...,._._. ^ ^ ^•_	 c w'	 ? c gale .:,, `^ •^:^ f^ 	 ,

The amplitude of the displacement A, which equals ^A o at T= ^r o , has	 ,;

the form	 ^	 '•

.

^^	 (76)

To calculate the factor f(T) in front of the exponential,. one can	 ;

use the following expan^^.on term`s after substituting Equation {^1)

into Equation (70). However ., this requires fairly cumbersome cal- 	 ,

culations. Therefore, let us find f(T) from s^.mple physical consider-

^

	

	 ations. Along with the wave damping, which is^contained in the

exponent's index, the amplitude of she wave must increase during its
•

propagation outward through decreasing density. This intensification

	

E =	 must also be exactly contained i m^the factor f(^r); Tf there were 	 ^,

no damping, then the energy flux F transferred;by.the wave would

	

^" 1 	be constant.
p	

I p^	
..	 .

Taking p from Equation (68) and k from.Equation ' (53b) into acoount,

we have	 l	 '
^	 1	 T	 J	 { 7$)

From Equations (78) and (76) we obtain the change of the wave•^Ys

	

^^`	 amplitude at w«W l in the form	 '

	

^.	 tr2

	

^:^	 ^	 fA' ACT.^(Yo 
^T^,^« 

^''^^' ^ itî̂,,^., F^ ^ P̂ l 
^^-'!R_ .C• ►^`^^,

	

+^	 (79)^^ ^^

	

P -`.	 ^	 ,

t

	

t	 ^	 r.	 •,
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The value of ^ 1 up to which Equation (79) is Valid; equals, with 	 /29

allowance for Equations (67) and (68)
t	 ^ ` _ `I ^	 ^

^^ ^ 1 .r ^^ Ito	 c^."(',^ ^. ^ `^ `^► p ^ ;^a '̂^^ ^+ ^,^,	 80

.. h
Z	 '

.!	 •

Tn the ma,^ority of case's we shall consider waves for which ^}>1,

then, .from Equation. (80) it • follows that	 ^	 ^•

which can be fulfilled simultaneously with xnequali^ies (73) .and (74).,

If T 1 >1 then,. at T<T^the wave changes its character and'bFgins to be

determined by Relations (54). Although a gas wave (Equation•^(5 4a)) °

is dampled slightly after enP vibrat^oz? period; for a given length .

6z it is, for T =T1, damped much more strongly tYian a thermal wave

(see Equation (54b)) :	 .

	

^ ^	 r+	 r ^' Ja >> !	 (82 )
^	 •

The amplitude of a thermal. wave (Equation •(54b)) in the quasi-classi-•

cal approximation of Equation (71) has, using Condition (77) to
I	 .

determine f(T) and the solution of Eq+nation (8), the form:. 	 ^ .

	

^	 T
I	 '

A	 /^	 1 1c.	
r	 (^	

^l^
r f^l

The damping for gas and thermal waves in Equation (54) becomes ident-

ical for	 '
Im (^c,^ ^. ern ^^.), ^ ti'1C i = 2 '^.'Ja ^^^ ` ^ ^5^^^ ^	

(84 )'
	 . /^^

If T 2 <1 in Equation (84), then the solution Equat^,ion (83) is extende^3

to 'r = 1 after which one must use a solution for an optically than

	

z	 region. Otherwise when, ^ 	 '

	

^}	 ^

	

..	
23	
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o	
_	 ._^.

.^^

S	 R

",.^	 1
.^	 1	 a	 (85).^

there is a region ].<T<^ 2 where a gas wave (Equat,^.on (54a)) has less

damping. Using Equations (5 q a), (71), (77^ and .(6$), we obtain

^•^,^^ ^ ,^ ^(T^ .^^1r ^	 ,^ ^^^ ^ ^, ' Flu , ,	

86	

'.

.	 (	 )

P	 ^ ^t

	b. The case of small optical thickness •	 '

In the limit of small optical thickness T« 1'the solution, 	 •,

Equation (fig) , of Equaa;;i^°h (65) is valid and the system of Equation

•

	

	 (70) is greatly simplified. At small T, ^tih oocurs, since J^2H in 	 '

Solution (6g) and also T= const. One can estimate the te rms with

derivatives. in Equation (70) by in;^roducing the .chat^actex^ist^.c wave-'^.

length ?^ for a disturbance. By comp axing the terms with h and d,^; dz

'

	

	 in the first of Equation (70) and with ^ and. dh/dz in the second of .

Equation (70), it is easy to see that the terms with derivatives

always predominate if

which is always .valid for T« 1. Tn this case; from the first two

of Equation (70) with allowance for Equation (6g) • , it .follows that: ;/31

^^
r 	 c	 v1	 37•	 ^1 n ^^^ ^	 ^..^^^^,ti,	 (88)	 •

The constants of integration in Equation (88) w^ich arise during the '

solution of Equation (70) have been set equal to zero. They are

'	 connected with boundary radiation sources which do not depend on the ,

local y dsplacerr^nts. These sources are assumed •, to be absent. Sub-.

stituting Equatio^^s (6g) and (88) into the third ^f Equation (70) and

taking Equation (6g) into at,count, we shall obtain	 .

i	 ,

a ^ V	 •'•

. .,	 ^	 ,.». ,.,..^.—...^.. t.:.-.
^.	
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,^:

^;^	

,

Equation (8g) is, with allowance for lnequalities (87) valid for	 ..

case (^) at the adic;batic veloci^:y (Y^^ /3) and for Case ( xz) for an

isotherme.l vg ('Y= l). Equation. (8g) has an °exact' ^soltition y a exp(ikz).

Subst,ituti^l^ this form of solution into Equation ( gg) and introducing

►
1

	the characteristic length from Equation (^^), we obtain	 '

r	 wa^ ^^^,^,^ ^^ tt; / ^ , ,^ tct^Ct^^'.tirr^^Cs.p.	
,

.	 ^	 (9^)

From this, the have
y	 ^

t	
^ ,^	 {	 t w' ^ ^ ^ x t, n 'C ^ ^ z

. ^ ^	

^• ^/ Z;	 to ^' ^ ^ C^ ^ J ^	 ..	 A^	 (91)

The "+" sign is chosen for waves propagating outwarus. ^Tf 	 •

(g2)

then the gas wa^^es propagate in an isotropic atmosphere, otherwise	 ".

the atmosphere vibrates as a whole (see [lg]). .Formally the propa-

gation of come ;cave follows from Equation (86 j at •w«vg /2z o , but in +

this Limiting case the second of Inequalities ( .87)'is violatedy and '/32"
therefore, Equation (gl) is unsuitable for this case. ,If the radia-

`	 Live damping is suffieie fitly small.

^	

3	

- 3/k o

	

^	 or s^
t	 ),

then, from Equation (91) we have the expansion 	 •

4 4 tJ /^	 ^C'. C1^h^	 '

•	 a	 (g^+)

The first term of Equation (9^+) determines 'the 'increase of amplitude •

in an exponential atmosphere for a constant energy flux. In ful- 	 '

"	 filling the condition vg«coo the radiative damping in Equation (94) '
^	 is always weaker than the intensification, and^the formation of a
^	 •

shock wave occurs. Tr:e wave amplitude in the ^'^tise of Equation (g4) •

changes, with allowance for Equation (69), according to the law:

^j	 1(	

,^^^

A = Q^`^^^^exl-[2 0^^^ 3^ ^./J A^^3X3^i a^ ol .	 (95) •.

c) Calculation of the acoustic energy_flux,a-----^---------_^.----	 --- •	 •

{
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^,et v,^ fi^3d thc^ dependence of the aooustio energy flux F on

o^^tical thic;^raevs, using; relr^t^.^t^s that have: bean derived above.	 ,

. Lct Liu introduce the d^.mens ionledu parar^etcr^
1

cat, ^ .S'.^—	 5.:. ^ .. ,	 ^ ^ ^^--• ^	 t ^ ^ )

We shah. adept from now on tY^e value ^^^/3 au the•beundary between

the ^: ŷansparent and o^ac^uo re^;^.ons . Us^.n^ Equat^.ons (77) and (7^) , • `

w4 have for the region ^>tnax (2/3, ^,)	 ^	 .

^+	
w

^ti^ ' f ^'C. î ^`x ^^ ^ '^^ ^^^' CxX^` (^ .C^ ^l^ "` '^.. ^(^ ^'^ (^^^

'For Tl 2/3 in the re^,ion max (^/^,^r^)<T<T^, we have from Equation (83)

^,	 ^ ^F'C^a 2• ^^"C'^, c^^^ [ Q`^̂. ^' , (^^rt 
.. 'C^^"^^ r	

t 98)	 /^

Tf T^ >2/.3 also, then in the region 2/3<^r<T^, using equation ($6), 	 ,

t,re have

zn the transparent region T <2/3, we have from Equation (95)

F Cam) = ^'C^^3) C ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ R v-^ C.^.^, +>	 (loo)
a

•	 s .has been shown in Paragraph ^, upon the wave's going aver into a

..^egion with different parameters and for a ohange^of the type of wave,

,"	 them is a characteristic quantity which ^'maint,ains itself", the

amplitude of the wave with the smal^.est damping. xn a plane stellar•

atmosphere the typo of wave ohangee at the po3.nts "r`T], r 2 and 2/;,. ;

For finding the fr^,etion of acoustic flux which arises at ^»'r l and-

which flows out into the rogian T <2/3, we shall use this condition

of continuity. As follows from the previous examination, three oases

are. possible	 ,^

In this case the solution of Equation ('97) immediately goes over

,	 into Equation (1Q0), the wave velocity and. the `energy flux undergo an

abrupt ,dump of ti^sl^, and we obtain	 •	 ; /3^

3ti,	 ^^

.. ^.-m.	 , ..^,....,...	 ...a_..^,......^..^... ... ^ a
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In this case, ^Olu^i 0I1 ( ^7) ^toins with, Equation (g8) and,	 .

moreov4r, ^.n view faf the preservation of the type of wave, the energy

flux at •r= •r l is continuous, but at T=2/3, Equation (98) goes over

into Equation (100) with an abrupt dump of the acoustic energy flux
s.	 .

of tiR"`. h'e have	 . /3^

rr 	`	 f	 ^

C^ Cx^^) ~ ^^^ ^ A° ,̂/^ F ^rC'^ e x ra L +` E1 zfit ^^ ^ tip r^-^ ^(;^^ ^^^, t

^' ^ G'^^ ^^ 3 ŝ^	`'' r^ ^^ ^ ^	
(102)	

...

5

	

^,	 •

3) T2>2/3•

Here a continuous transition from Equation (97) to Equation

(g$) occurs, then a transition with an abrupt dump of tiR^ from

Equation (g8) to Equation ( gg) and,^,.,finally, a'continuous transition •

from Equation (99) to Equation (100). We have.

C C2 ^^^ ^ Cam- f3 ^1r1 r ^'ti ^ ex p^^^ 1°` l^•^^ ^ ^, +^9 )'t'	 ^ •.
^► J '	 ^	 ,

_	 (143)

+ g56 ^^fz^^3^s1g - z;^g> + 3 ^^d^'.^itz`j^^91^- ^ y^)1	 ,,
l	 // 2^^	 `(3	 1 J

'	 d) The outflow of waves from_a_plane_atmos^here in_the

'^	 preszrice of_a_Corona	 ,

^	 ^:	 ..	 .

•Condition (g2) is, taking Expressions (68:) • and (69) for po and

	

^-	 zo into account, written down in the form

f.; .	 l (^T) ^	 (10^) .	 .

	

^	 ..

	

^'	 Here. T is the temperature of the gas in a transparent regio4n•. As was ' •

	

t`	 noted in [8], [10] and [11], for turbulent disks•acereting onto a 	 ^

black hole, the presence of an acoustic energy flux and its transfor-

matron into heat, and also the heating of the .gas by the disk's

radiation, which creates anon-conservative radiative force, lead to
J

! y	 .^	 '`	 ^ 7
^	 '^	 ..
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the formatiolz of ^. oaratla in which the tetnper^ture Tc is considerably .

higher than the tempea^ature T^^-l^^1Te^, which is present:, in an equil--

ibriunt isothermal atmosphere. Coronas also apparently exist around 	 ^^

vez^y massive: st°ors. The presence off' a corona will - lead to the wealc-

ening of Criterion (l0^#) for wave transmission, which forma:tl.y will 	 • .

be z^edueed to increases of T and v g . This tivill lead to ^, broader

band of outflowi,^Ig waves and to a stranger acoustical heat^,ng. A 	 ".

seeltting "slzir.. n^ thrauglz" of the scar's atmosphere occurs upon the	 /3^

formation of a corona. The inc rease of the • corona's temperature is	 . '

limited by the fact that the, intrinsic energy losses of tl•Ie coronal ',

gas, tvhiclz are determined by Srentsstrahlung and inverse Compton radix-

Lion for a rddiativ4 flux of photons from tl7e photosphere, became 	 •

significant. ^1 magnetic field can play an important role in the pro-

.	 cess of forming a corona (see [l2 a) .	 ^	 '

The transition gone from t.ze photosphere from •r=2 /3 to the corona

plays an important role in determining the fraction of the acoustic ';

energy flux which flows outward.

If tl^e thicl^ness of the tiyansition zone do is much less than	 '

the characteristic ^,^avelength a o =2^r/lc c , lc c= /vg with, w^ from Crites-	 '

ion (l0u) alien one can evidently replace T by T^ .in C^°itorion (10^+).

xn this case the band of frequencies increases for'outflowing waves	 „.

and the fraction of the outflotving acoustic flux increases. xf 	 •^

do >^ `, then the presence of a co^.^ona must not .affect the frequency 	 •

of the aut^'lowing waves and one can use the equilibrium parameters of

the Bas k everywhei^e. Tn reality d can be tia o ; ^;herefoxe, we shall use:'

the enus.tions tl^Iat 11w^.ve been obtained above. with the ecluilib.rittm temp-•

erature T of the atmosphere for all estimates,^hut.^let us talce into	 •

account the fact that the frequency of a transmitted tv^.ve can be of •, '

the same order or even somewhat less than w c (T) from inequality (1A4)^;

f•+	 ^	 ••	 '

• 	 • 	 ' 	 t

' 	 k faith a corona. present, waves with c^ (T ) <w< W '(T) .flow out into the • ,
1,	 corona. but their energy flux near tie vase o^ the corona is reduced .

^ ^	 by the factor exp (4trdc /a c ) .	 •	 ^	 ••
^ -	 ^:'	 "	 ;	 ,

,^
-, ,^..0 ^,
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•	 7• Numerical results	 t

1	
Lot us eal.culate what fraction of the acoustic flux genera^^ed

at large optical depths can f^.ow out into • the transparent atmosr'zere /36i
anal heat it. The location off' an acoustic wave's transition into a

shock wave depends on the it1itial amplitude. We shall consider the 	 '

value of the optical th^.elcness for the trans^.t^.on as the free parameter

Tout.	
The calculation has been carried out for two different situations

in which the role of radiative pressure is great: l) an accretion 	 •

disk, and 2) the atmosphere of a very massive star.

Tn the case of an accretion disk RtilOr g , ,where rg is the Schwarz-

schild radius of a black hole, was considered as tYie region of maxi-

mum energy release. The mass of the black hole'was taken as equal	 '•

to . l0i^ o . The turbulence parameter a t ^Q. l. Specifying the parameter

m=1^1/i^?cT, determines all the properties of the disk 3.f a model of the

vertical structure has been chosen. We considered two variants of the

vertical structure; the adiabatic structure that has been obtained in•;

[8] with a polytropic index n=3 and the n=1 structure obt ained in [g].•.

• .•	 The results for different frequencies are presented in Table 2. Tn

this table the limiting frequency w•c^^from Inequality (101) is taken ' •

at the equilibrium atmospheric temperature without allowing for the

existence of a corona. Therefore, in reality; waves with w slightly 	 ;

lower than w e can also be transmitted. 	 '

The results of similar calculations for very massive stars

(see (^2]) that are considered as models for quasars are Shawn in

Table 3.

From the results it is evident that the :crude estimate of the ^'

fraction of the outflowing flux (tis=P g/P r )•that.has been used in [8] •^

is actually valid in ordei^ of magnitude for frequencies that are typi-'

cal far s. disk (with ^n,z o ). The high frequencies rapidly decay	 •
exponentially. This fact isolates the characteristic frequency (more'••

precisely, the. band. of frequencies) among the waves=which heat the•

'	 29
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corona of the dislc. Lei: us repoat the factors wh^.ch lead to such an +

isolation: 1) an isolated region in the disk'^rith a maximum temper-

ature and maximum energy release;, 2) low frequencies do not ^+^ss

through into the corona (besides their generation is also impeded);

and 3?, the high frequencies decay x•apidly.^ 	 •

8. Comparison with observational data 	 /37-,--

As follows from the previous examination,. each object (a disk,

or a very massive star) possesses a characteristic`frequency that is.

determined in Inequality (104). Waves generated by convection with

a frequency close to w e flow out into the atmosphere, disturb it, 	 ,`'

and can lead to the observed fluctuations of brightness. It is of

interest to compare the characteristic frequencies resulting from

theory with the observed times f'or the fluctuations of brightness for '`•

those objects in which one can suppose accretion . disks or very massive '

stars.	 ,

a) The Gy^nus X_1 X-ray_source

This source, in which the presence of ^a black hole and accretion ',

disk is supposed, is strongly fluctuating in the entire range of 	 '

periods from 10-3to 10
-4
 sec (see [22]). As follows from. Table 2,	 ;^

the characteristic fluctuation period caused by. the outflow of 	 ,,

acoustic waves ^.nto L.he atmosphere amounts •to from 5 to 10 millisecs. ',
The detection of a quasi-period t=10 millisec in the. x-ray radiation

of Cygnus X-1 (see [22]) may be associated •with tine outflow of waves

into the, atmosphere above a convective disk. In [22] the existence	 '

of a quasi-period of til0 millisec is associated. with. the revolution

of •hot spots around a black hole (see [^3J). One can indicate several.

observational differences between these two mechanisms for the flue-

tuations. During the revolution of a hot spot , which spirals in toward `

the black hole, the period of fluctuation in each series must decrease'.,

At the same time the characteristic frequency'which depends on the	 .'

star's mass, does not change as a function cif luminosity, If the	 •

same fluctuations are caused bS, convection, then^the period in a 	 '

30
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given series must be approximately constant, but"upan an increase of

luminosity, the characteristic period increase's approximately pro-

portionally to the luminosity, as follows from Tab 1e 2. Let us 	 ,

also notice the difference in .the spectral variatiari of the two 	 ••,

mechanisms: the spectrum in a pulse does not change during a re^olu- ^'

Lion, but a.s a result of convection the hardest spectrum must be at 	 %38

maximum brightness. However, an increase of the. spectrum's hardness ;'

must be noticeable only on the shortest time scales (<lp millisecs). 	 "

Fdr longer intervals the connection of the spectrum with luminosity	 •'

is considerably more complex, since different regions of the disk, 	 •

the flares in which can be uncorrelated, give contributions to 	 : "

different parts off' the spectrum. Therefore, the absence of a simple

connection of the spectrum with luminosity that has been noted in [,24]

cannot serve as an argument against explaining the ,spectrum of Cygnus . .: • ,

X-1 by a Compton process. Let us notice that the mechanism we have

considered can give fluctuations that are weakly correlated in time 	 .

and can imitate the white noise that has been obtained from an ahalysis.

of observations of the brightness fluctuations for Cygnus X-1 (see 	 ,

,^	 [24] and [25]).	 "	 ; '

b) The nuclei_of active galaxies and quasars

The nature of quasars and of the compact nuclei of galaxies has .^

been unclear up to now but the physical processes that have been con-^..

sidereal in this paper occur in at least two existing models: the

disks around very massive black holes (see;C3]) . and very large stars ,

(see [2]). It is also of interest here to compare the observed pro- ^•

perties of variability with the predictions of the model. Rapid flue-,

tuations of luminosity with a quasi-period of ^ti.100 days are observed ^ ,'

"

	

	 in the nucleus of the Seyfert galaxy NGC 4151 (ti130 days see [26])

and in the object OJ 287 (ti 184 days), which is ,a^ BL Lacertae type

object (see [27J). These quasi-periods agree well with the character,-

istic periods of the frequencies in a model for a very massive star

of tilO Mo (see Table 3). According to the-data 'of Table 3, one can

•	 estimate that, in a model of an accretion disk• around a black hole,
•	 . v.__.	 ^.	 ._ , _ ...^..	 ^	 .. ,

for a, hole mass of ti10 8Mo these periods correspond to a luminosity	 ;

^, ^	 •
. . __ ^^,
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•	 1
,

,	 ,

L=0.1 Lc . As is especially noticed by observers (see, For example,	 ^ `

C27^)
^ rrphase change (which is evidently sharp) with preservation`	 ,

of the period is a feature of the periodicity of the rapid component

in the nuclei of Seyfert galaxies". This property agrees well with /39

the convective-wave Nature of rapid fluctuations: 	 .•

A tendency for an increase of the quasi-period for the fluctua-

tions with luminosity, an approximate constancy•of "the period in

each given series of observations, and also an increase of the hard- ^•

ness of the spectrum at maximum brightness are the general properties.

of the convective-wave mechanism for brightness as fluctuations both ^,

•	 in a model for a very large mass st.an. and also in a model for a turbo-

lent convective disk around a very massive black hale. 	 .

However, the role of radiation pressure is^very great and the 	 ,^

damping of s:coustc waves is ^rery strong in both these models. • It is

clear from Table 3 that in this case the outflowing acoustical flux

amounts to no more. than till of the flux generated at a large optical

depth, which is significantly less than the. observed amplitude of

	

`	 variability. It appears to us that the transfer of energy by other

types of waves (for example, by magneto-acoustic waves) will also be ,

strongly impeded in this case, since damping of them by radiative	 ,`

friction will occur effectively. This difficulty becomes especially '•

important in a model of a very massive star, where there the mechan-

isms of variability that are specific for an accretion disk are not

	

•	 present (also see our paper [28]).

	

•	 ..+wr•. .... 	 ,..	 kw.•.^..i^

In conclusion, let us quote th.e main results of the paper.

`	 1. Equations have been obtained which take into account v/c

terms and which describe the propagation of plane linear waves in a

medium with high radiative pressure, w'here'the•radiative transfer is

described by the Eddington approximation.	 •	 '
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2. The damping and transformation of wares• have been investi-

gated. ire model problems (an abrupt dump of opacity and a zone of 	 '

variable opacity).	 ^	 ;•'

3. The outflow is considered of waves'into^the atmosphere and 	 `•

corona of an accretion disk and of a very massive staro 	 •

•	 4. The characteristic times of variability have been obtained

for the Cygnus X-1 source and for the active nuclei of galaxies and `/u0

of quasars and the difficulties of the model for a very massive star•`•"

in the latter case have been indics,ted.

The authors are grateful to Xa. B. Zel'dovich for important	 .

remarks. We thank. Ch. Kunash and M. M. Basko for making available	 "

the material of [21].	 ,
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TABLE 1	 /^} 1.

•	 ..

The complex. amplitudes of waves which. were formed i;n the transition.	 ,'

region with variable opacity. The amplitude of an incident radiation .,

wave is Ao= 1, the increase of a photon path ^^ pa !(^ ,^ ^n2 ^ and the velo- . •,

city ratio of the gas wave to the rad^,atian wave is v g/vr=0.1. The

frequency of the wave w is selected such that 3wtA jG : w0--^, , w /wA=0.1, '

and w/wB=10. The parameter ^ is the half'-width of the transition 	 '

zone (see Equation (62)). A l and A2 are. the amplitudes of the reflected

waves at the point ^=+ 6 , and Ba and B2 are those o:f the transmitted '

waves at the point ^- ^* ^	 The case ^/^^ = Ois an analytical calcula- ;

.'	 tion of the abrupt dump (see Equation. (59)), and the remaining variant's,

are by numerical calc-alation.	 ^'^	 `
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	^ ^	 TALE 2	 /42^

The outflowing acoustical flux F in an accretion disk around a

^ hole of M=10M far an outflow optical thickness T	 (meaning: ^^i^lac,:	 o	 out
outflow optical thickness) far different values of the parameters m=

	

^	 ►d/li^Or, = Pg/Fr , wavelengths ^ relative to the half-thickness of the ..
diNk so with correspond3.,ng values of the period t, and the. oseilla-

.^ion frequencies win fractions of the limiting frequency w e obtained

without allowance for the heating of the atmosphere.

^rn ^dode ,^ Z ^^ .mil ^ ► ^^
se,^'
5.0	 II

T,	 = O,5
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'C,. ° 0,3;
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TALE 3	 !	 /^^ .

The outflow^.n^ acoustical flux ^,n a very massive star as a	 '

quasar model. for d^..fi°event radii R ^^.n units of the Schwarzschild

radius: r^) , The notations are the same as ^.n Tab 1e 2. 	 ^^^	 ; ;
^•.,,. a	 .y., ....,.	 ,.,, ,:,,.e.

,.

i.

Y	 ^

	

^	 ^

+f

i ^ ^ R tJ '^ I	 ,.^ ` ^ 1 ^ ^ Fa

ou^+.- 0.3 `out =0.w `out ^ G.02
^ r^ ^% sec I

^ 2 i.o•IO^ ^..7 a,aG 5.^•i^"^''^9.7•IO"^ 3.^^^0"

206 8.5.20"3

zaa
^ 15,0 . 203 9.^: 0.22 3.6.20`"' 3.2 .20`2 2.5.20"2

?. T..9 • IO2 2.7 O.U34 4.8•Ib`2 3.7 • Ip-2 2.5.20`2
IO

^, 9.7'202 5.4 0.068 4.2.20`2 13,3 . 20_2 2.,2•;.0"2

^2 6.8 • TOn 2.25 I.5 • IO`v' I.2 • IO`~ G.0 •IO'^ 2.5.20'`'

IG^B 8.5•IO'4
200 ^ ^3.4•I06 2.3 2.9 . 20"3 I.2•IO"'2 5,7 .20 I..•IO`3

2 I.2 • I05 0.47 0.6 .20^^ 8.7 .20'3 2.7 .20" 3.0.20"''
IO

4 6.I • I04 0.94 2.2 . 20"3 8.7 • IO"`^ 2.7'20'3 3.0.20'„
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